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Announcements

Seven Kentfield– Aug 5th
Shannon McGill– Aug 7th

If you have any
suggestions for CE,
please let Katharyn,
Matt, or Audrey know.
If you have something
you would like to
teach, that would be
even better!

Please do not ask Nadine
for keys to the captain’s
office. She’s not supposed
to let you in so please do
not put her in a sticky
situation. Find the on duty
shift captain instead.

Daniel Goncalves– Aug 8th
Cory Berger– Aug 9th

RJ Byrd– Aug 13th
Ryan McLean– Aug 15th
Katarina Sanford– Aug 31st

Command Corner
This month’s topic: Taking care of your iNX Stretchers:
-Turn iNX off when it is not in use
-Make sure iNX is charging when it is in the ambulance
with one of these two ways:
1. “Lightning bolt” on screen

Congratulations to Matt who will be
joining the command staff as EMS 20.

2. Driver’s side side compartment:
-Green light– fully charged
-Yellow– conditioning

The supply closet has a new lock on it.
Make sure command staff is letting
you in. There will also be a new log
book to sign out big items and your
reason for taking them.

-Red– battery charging
-Be careful when loading the stretcher to not hit the
charging unit
-Charging unit may need to be tightened occasionally

Announcements
From the Chief:
Effective immediately at ALL stations:
-Duty uniform is to be worn from the start of
your shift until 1900 hours every day.
-No sleeping on the couches. The day room is
not a dorm room.
-TV is to remain off until after 1700 every day

Pocket Medication Cards are ready
and down in Education.
Stop by to pick one up!
School is back in session this month!
Colorado turned 139 years old on Aug 1st.
Let’s test your Colorado facts to celebrate!
1. Why is Colorado called the Centennial State?
2. What president signed Colorado in as a state?
3. How many states were signed in before CO?
4. Where does CO rank in size?
5. How does CO rank with population?
6. How many counties does CO have?
7. What was the original name for to Colorado
River?

West Grand starts Aug 12th and Middle
Park starts Aug 31st.
School Bus safety– If the bus has its stop
sign out, you must stop and shut down all
lights and sirens until the sign is
retracted. Then proceed carefully, while
watching for children.
School Zone safety– Do not run emergent
through a school zone. You must shut
down and drive the school zone speed
limit and stop for any kids that are
crossing.

Upcoming Training
Continuing Education
Every day at 9am!
Aug 3-7: Capno CE
Aug 10-14: Blood Transfusion CE
Aug 18-19: Difficult Airway Class–
Mandatory for ALS and BLS can sit in
Aug 20-21: Airway Lab CE
Aug 24-27: Drip Calc CE

Difficult Airway Class
Difficult Airway class will be here Aug
18 and 19. This is mandatory for ALS
providers Sign up on toolkit for this
awesome educational opportunity.

PEPP
August 28th– Sign up on toolkit by
Aug 7th.

NRP
Coming to you September 25th. Sign
up on toolkit by Aug 25th.

PHTLS
Health One will be here to teach
PHTLS on October 24-25! Sign up on
toolkit by Oct 1.

EMS World Conference
GCEMS has been invited to put a truck
in the 2015 EMS World Conference in
Las Vegas on Sept 16-19. Four spots
are available for people to attend. If
you are please submit a letter of
interest to Chief by Aug 15th.

EMSAC Conference
EMSAC is Nov 5-8. If you are interested
in attending please submit a letter of
interest to Audrey by Sept 1.
Remember that you must have worked
here for at least a year, and you must
teach a CE on something that you
learned at the conference.

Critical Care School
Critical Care class is coming to you!
The online coursework will be up
soon. Come by education to get your
books to start studying. The classroom
portion will be September 7-12.

Advanced Domestic Violence
Training by the Advocates
Training will be held on October 7th
from 8:30-5pm at the Granby Town Hall.

4th of July Parade

Thanks to everyone who came together to make this 4th of July weekend a great
one! Check out some pictures from the parade.

MMRT Update
Hello All!
It is my privilege to bring to you the latest
details from the GCEMS MMRT team.
Approximately one year ago under the
command of Captain Erich Barber MMRT
had a restructuring of it's leadership.
Elected members of the team were placed
into three different positions operations,
training and logistics. Having these positions in place MMRT has made extensive
progress towards being a team that our
fellow agencies are coming to both respect
and trust. This is not to take away from the
other members that make up our
team. MMRT is now 13 members strong
and are considered the backbone of our
operation.
In addition to the leadership changes
MMRT has also restructured the packs used
in the field. A modular system researched
and headed up by Sean Jarboe has been
utilized. This creates a grab bag like system
that is much more user friendly for the
provider entering the field. Specific items
are now able to be selected for a mission in
turn making packs much lighter, resulting
in a much more rapid entry and extraction
from the field with minimal wear and tear
on the provider.

MMRT has in its arsenal of equipment: 1 quad cab
4X4 heavy rescue style truck, commonly referred
to as ESU 16, 3 snowmobiles, 2 ATVs, and one 6
wheeler. Also to be noted are 2 specialty trailers
that carry all of the field equipment. All
equipment is monitored closely and serviced
seasonally insuring reliable function at all times.
Training is one of the most critical aspects of our
team. It is put foremost on our list of
priorities. Reed Clawson has put forth countless
hours working to bring our team to new
levels. His knowledge and skills in back county
medicine is second to none and is shown by how
our team has come to function both in and out of
the field. Our trainings are common as they are
diverse, anything from lightning strikes to land
navigation as well as critical care back county
medicine and seasonal avalanche/rescue
operations training just to name a few.
In closing MMRT has made many changes and will
forever remain in transition. As leaders in our field
we will continue to strive towards bringing our
team to new heights as to serve the public to the
best of our ability. Thank you to GCEMS admin
and MMRT leadership for your continued
support.

Best Regards to All,
Dustin Muth
MMRT Logistics Leader

Meet the New Hires
You may have noticed some new faces around GCEMS as we
recently hired four new paramedics. Make sure to introduce
yourself, if you haven’t already, and make them feel welcome. In
the mean time, here is a little more about them.

Erik Campbell
Hometown: Lincoln, NE
Before GCEMS: Paramedic for stadium medical P/T and a center medical specialist
(paramedic) for Biomat USA.
Hobbies: Anything outdoors or athletic related, hiking, biking, camping,
snowboarding.
Hero: I don't think I have one particular hero.
If I could have one superpower: Telekinesis- because it's awesome.
If I had to be a color: Green because everybody wants it.
Most excited for at GCEMS: Becoming a better paramedic through the education and
learning from my peers.

Nick Wall
Hometown: Charlotte NC
Before GCEMS: Finishing medic school, spending time with friends back in NC.
Hobbies: Hiking, Skiing, Canoeing, Computer Games.
Hero: My grandfather, whose example inspired me to go into a medical profession.
If I could have one superpower: Ability to fly, so I could have a birds eye view.
If I had to be a color: Green, to represent my high school colors.
Most excited for at GCEMS: To be around awesome people in the beautiful mountains, doing what I love.

Meet the New Hires
RJ Byrd
Hometown: Grand Junction
Before GCEMS: Ski patroller and EMS instructor.
Hobbies: Mountain biking, skiing, rafting, backpacking, canyoneering, anything outside.
Hero: Shane McConkey because of saucer boy.
If I could have one superpower: Flying because the only thing that might be more
fun than skydiving is doing it without parachute.
If I had to be a color: Yellow, don't know why, it's my favorite color
Most excited for at GCEMS: Excited for expanded protocols and extended transports
in a mountain environment.

Daniel Goncalves
Hometown: Mobile, AL
Before GCEMS: I was a paramedic for lifeguard ambulance in Mobile.
Hobbies: Rugby, hunting, fishing .
Hero: My father. I've never met anyone with a passion for learning, about everything,
like he has. And he finds way to apply it everywhere in life.
If I could have one superpower: Teleportation, because it was recently explained to
me how much more efficient it was then flying, my previous #1.
If I had to be a color: Deep blue. It's the color of the water when blue water fishing
for tuna or marlin.
Most excited for at GCEMS: The chance to work as a primary 911 responder with
some of the state's most advanced ems protocols.

Kudos!

Thank you to Lisa and Shannon for helping to make our
station look so much nicer by planting the flower beds at
station one.
Thanks to Chief, Chad, and Cory B.
for making the trip out to North
Carolina to pick up the new
Medic 2,3 and 4. The new
ambulances will hopefully be in
service by August 14th.
Thank you to Cheyenne for her
artistic abilities for helping to paint
downstairs in education and the
oxygen cabinet. Check out the new
paint jobs when you have a chance!
Congratulations to Chief who won the
Therese McElroy award for Excellence in
Healthcare Service!
Chief’s expression when he found
out he was nominated and won!

Flying Heels
Rodeo Standby

MP Fair and Rodeo CE– Capno

CE– Capno
Fraser Picnic in
the Park

MP Fair and Rodeo
CE– Blood x-fusion
Pancake Breakfast
WP Downhill Race
WP Craft Fair
CE– Surprise

-High Country
Stampede Rodeo
-MP Fair and Rodeo -MP Fair and Rodeo -MP Fair and Rodeo
Dig Deep Triathlon
High-Note Thursday
Mult. Events in WP
CE– Capno

CE– Capno

CE– Blood x-fusion CE– Blood x-fusion CE– Blood x-fusion CE– Blood x-fusion
Granby Ranch
Vista Vibe
GCSAR Training
High-Note Thursday

Difficult Airway
Class
Procycling challenge

CE– Drip Calc

CE– Capno
Granby Ranch
Vista Vibe
GCSAR Training

CE– Drip Calc

Difficult Airway
Class

-High Country
Stampede Rodeo
-MP Fair and Rodeo
-WP SolShine Music
-Granby Ranch
Vista Vibe

CE– Airway lab

GCSAR Training

High-Note Thursday

CE– Drip Calc

CE– Drip Calc

GCSAR Training

High-Note Thursday

CE– Airway lab

CE– Drip Calc
PEPP

Touch a Truck Day
Demolition Derby
High Country
Stampede Rodeo

WP Uncorked

Answers to the Colorado Trivia:
1. Why is Colorado called the Centennial State? Colorado earned this nickname by being
signed in as a state only 28 days after the centennial date for the signing of the Declaration
of Independence.
2. What president signed Colorado in as a state? Ulysses S. Grant
3. How many states were signed in before CO? 37 states were signed in before CO making
it the 38th state.
4. Where does CO rank in size? CO ranks 8th in size
5. How does CO rank with population? Co ranks 22nd in population
6. How many counties does CO have? There are 64 counties in CO.
7. What was the original name for to Colorado River? The original name for the Colorado
River was the Grand River, hence the name of our county. However, because the Greene
River is actually larger, it became known as the Colorado River due the pigments that
change the water color.

